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Social Problems John
Macionis 5th Edition
This textbook explores the emergence of sociology as a
distinct social science. Focusing on the evolution of social
theories, movements and ideas through history, it analyses
the dynamic relationship between the individual and the larger
social forces around them. This volume examines the
definitive aspects of societies, communities and social
groups, and their intersections with culture, political and
economic movements and religious institutions. It establishes
the connections between sociology and other disciplines such
as philosophy, history, political science, economics,
psychology and anthropology to explore the interdependence
between different realms of social life. The chapters in this
book explain and highlight the significance of quantitative and
qualitative methods of research in understanding the
dynamics of social life. Drawing from the works of classical
social theorists such as Auguste Comte, Herbert Spencer,
Karl Marx, Emile Durkheim and Max Weber, this book traces
the development of sociological perspectives and theories
and their relevance in the history of ideas. Lucid and
comprehensive, this textbook will be useful for undergraduate
and postgraduate students of sociology, development
studies, history of ideas, sociological thought, social theory,
research methods, political science and anthropology.
Placing an emphasis on global perspectives and current
research, this wide praised and adopted sociology textbook
introduces the reader to the field of sociology. & John
Macionis, like many people, took a college course that
shaped his life. His first sociology course helped him make
sense of the world. John shares his enthusiasm, excitement,
and teaching experience through a clear and engaging writing
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style and emphasis on sociology's relevance to everyday life.
Governments, Citizens, and Genocide A Comparative and
Interdisciplinary Approach Alex Alvarez A comprehensive
analysis demonstrating how whole societies come to support
the practice of genocide. "Alex Alvarez has produced an
exceptionally comprehensive and useful analysis of modern
genocide... [It] is perhaps the most important interdisciplinary
account to appear since Zygmunt Bauman's classic work,
Modernity and the Holocaust." -- Stephen Feinstein, Director,
Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies "Alex Alvarez has
written a first-rate propaedeutic on the running sore of
genocide. The singular merit of the work is its capacity to
integrate a diverse literature in a fair-minded way and to take
account of genocides in the post-Holocaust environment
ranging from Cambodia to Serbia. The work reveals patterns
of authoritarian continuities of repression and rule across
cultures that merit serious and widespread public concern." -Irving Louis Horowitz, Rutgers University More people have
been killed in 20th-century genocides than in all wars and
revolutions in the same period. Recent events in countries
such as Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia have drawn
attention to the fact that genocide is a pressing contemporary
problem, one that has involved the United States in varying
negotiating and peace-keeping roles. Genocide is
increasingly recognized as a threat to national and
international security, as well as a source of tremendous
human suffering and social devastation. Governments,
Citizens, and Genocide views the crime of genocide through
the lens of social science. It discusses the problem of defining
genocide and then examines it from the levels of the state,
the organization, and the individual. Alex Alvarez offers both a
skillful synthesis of the existing literature on genocide and
important new insights developed from the study of criminal
behavior. He shows that governmental policies and
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institutions in genocidal states are designed to suppress the
moral inhibitions of ordinary individuals. By linking different
levels of analysis, and comparing a variety of cases, the study
provides a much more complex understanding of genocide
than have prior studies. Based on lessons drawn from his
analysis, Alvarez offers an important discussion of the ways
in which genocide might be anticipated and prevented. Alex
Alvarez is Associate Professor in the Department of Criminal
Justice at Northern Arizona University. His primary research
interests are minorities, crime, and criminal justice, as well as
collective and interpersonal violence. He is author of articles
in Journal of Criminal Justice, Social Science History, and
Sociological Imagination and is currently writing a book on
patterns of American murder. April 2001 240 pages, 6 1/8 x 9
1/4, bibl., index cloth 0-253-33849-2 $29.95 s / £22.95
Contents The Age of Genocide A Crime By Any Other Name
Deadly Regimes Lethal Cogs Accommodating Genocide
Confronting Genocide =
This textbook provides a survey of sociology. As the scientific
study of society, sociology is a social science which uses
various methods of empirical investigation and critical
analysis to develop a body of knowledge about human social
activity. It focuses on the influence of our relationships around
us and how they affect our behaviors and attitudes. The
author approaches this subject with a desire to help students
find and use sociology in everyday life.
Social Work with Older Adults
Research Methods in Crime, Justice, and Social Problems
Concepts and Theories
A Comparative and Interdisciplinary Approach
An Introduction to Sociology
This thoroughly revised edition of Mooney,
Knox, and Schacht's text uses a theoretically
balanced, student-centered approach to
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provide a comprehensive exploration of social
problems. UNDERSTANDING SOCIAL PROBLEMS,
Tenth Edition, progresses from a micro to
macro level of analysis, focusing first on
problems related to health care, drugs and
alcohols, families, and crime, and then
broadening to the larger issues of poverty
and inequality, population growth, aging,
environmental problems, and conflict around
the world. The social problem in each chapter
is framed in a global as well as a U.S.
context. In addition, the three major
theoretical perspectives are applied to the
problem under discussion, and its
consequences -- as well as alternative
solutions -- are explored. Pedagogical
features such as The Human Side and Self and
Society enable students to grasp how social
problems affect the lives of individuals and
apply their understanding of social problems
to their own lives. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Combines the basics of two
disciplines--investigation and report
writing--and bridges the gap between them in
order to teach the basics involved in writing
a police report.
This addition to Anissa Rogers' bestselling
Human Behavior in the Social Environment
expands the original text with new chapters
on spirituality, families and groups,
organizations, and communities. Written in
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the compact, concise manner of the original
text, the new chapters cover mezzo and macro
contexts, and offer additional material
valuable to two- and three-semester HBSE
courses.
With close attention to the spheres of sport
and religion as important sites of moral
currency, this book draws on media coverage
of major cases of hypocrisy, attending to
differing meanings and consequences of
hypocrisy within the US, France and Iceland.
Instances come from scandals within the
established churches, as well as cases from
the National Collegiate Athletic Association,
the Tour de France, and the inquest into the
Hillsborough Disaster in the UK. It considers
the importance of the context within which
moral conduct takes place and the relevance
of this for the occurrence of hypocritical
action, while exploring also the implications
of advances in computer and information
technology for controlling messages and
monitoring deceit. Identifying the negative
effects of the detection of hypocrisy at
individual and institutional levels, the
author engages with the work of Goffman to
argue for the importance of trust in
institutions, underlining the necessity of
minimizing and correcting hypocritical acts
by which this is undermined. A detailed study
of hypocrisy and the need for trust, this
volume will appeal to scholars and students
of sociology with interests in social and
moral conduct, sport, religion, Goffman and
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the notion of social life as artifice.
Classical and Contemporary Social Theory
Introduction to Sociology
The Basics, Books a la Carte Edition
An Integrated Approach
Relational Sociology

A concise, affordable, cutting-edge collection of
articles that take a critical constructionist
approach to social problems. Featuring 26 indepth and engaging articles, this reader is an
ideal supplement to editor Robert Heiner's
textbook, Social Problems: An Introduction to
Critical Constructionism, Third Edition. This
unique anthology is the only social problems
reader in which the majority of the selections
reflect the conflict perspective; this approach
views social problems as the consequence of
social and economic inequalities and therefore
encourages students to critically analyze
American public policy responses to social
problems. Conflicting Interests is organized into
five sections: Thinking about Social Problems,
The Economics of Inequality, Social Inequalities,
Problems of the Family, Crime and Drugs, and
Problems of the Environment. Several articles
address the contemporary economic crisis and
the role that the media plays in constructing
social problems.In addition, many of the essays
describe public policies in countries outside of
the United States, providing
students with
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alternative, cross-cultural perspectives and
solutions to social problems. Each section
begins with an introduction that briefly
summarizes the articles and shows how they are
interrelated. Each essay concludes with critical
thinking questions that are designed to stimulate
class discussion and to help students carefully
evaluate the issues.
A. Javier Treviño, working with a panel of
experts, thoroughly examines all aspects of
social problems, providing a contemporary and
authoritative introduction to the field. Each
chapter is written by a specialist on that
particular topic and the unique, contributed
format ensures that the research and examples
provided are the most current and relevant
available. The text is framed around three major
themes: intersectionality (the interplay of race,
ethnicity, class, and gender), the global scope of
many problems, and how researchers take an
evidence-based approach to studying problems.
Frames social problems and solutions through
politics. Macionis's book is the only social
problems text that explains how society frames
social problems and solutions through politics.
The text analyzes social issues and policies,
using the concepts of sociological theory and
the everyday language of politics. It also helps
students understand the attitudes and values
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that define the political spectrum in the United
States. Once students know how social
problems are defined by our society through
politics, and how the policies to solve these
problems are developed, they can become
involved in solving social problems through
activism and political involvement. Teaching &
Learning Experience Personalize Learning - The
new MySocLab delivers proven results in helping
students succeed, provides engaging
experiences that personalize learning, and
comes from a trusted partner with educational
expertise and a deep commitment to helping
students and instructors achieve their goals.
Improve Critical Thinking - Chapter organization
follows a logical framework that traces a problem
from its origin to solution. Engage Students International, national, and personal examples
help students understand issues better. Explore
Theory - Major sociological theories and how
they explain each social problem are discussed.
Understand Diversity - Features help students
think globally about defining a solution to social
problems. Support Instructors - The only Social
Problems text with an annotated instructor's
edition. Also, author-written test bank provides
the best support for instructors. Note: MySocLab
does not come automatically packaged with this
text. To purchase MySocLab, please visit:
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www.mysoclab.com or you can purchase a
ValuePack of the text + NEW MySocLab (at no
additional cost): ValuePack ISBN-10: 0205949193
/ ValuePack ISBN-13: 9780205949199.
"A comprehensive introduction to urban
sociology"" ""Cities and Urban Life," written by
two of the best-known authors in the field,
provides a comprehensive introduction to urban
sociology, urban anthropology and urban
studies. The focus of the text is sociological, but
it also incorporates research and theory from
other disciplines. Learning GoalsUpon
completing this book, readers will be able to:
Understand how cities and urban life vary
according to time and place Understand how
cities reflect society and culture Use a global
perspective to explore urban sociology Explore
how cities reflect the human condition Note:
MySearchLab with eText does not come
automatically packaged with this text. To
purchase MySearchLab, please visit:
www.mysearchlab.com or you can purchase a
valuepack of the text + MySearchLab (at no
additional cost): ValuePack ISBN-10: 0205902588
/ ValuePack ISBN-13: 9780205902583
Just the Facts
Society - Revel Access Code
A Biopsychosocial Approach to Assessment and
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Intervention
Revel for Strangers to These Shores -- Combo
Access Card
Utilizing a complete theoretical framework and a global
perspective, REVEL for "Society: The Basics," Thirteenth Edition
offers students an accessible and relevant introduction to sociology.
John Macionis, author of the best-selling Introductory Sociology
franchise over the last three decades, empowers students to see the
world around them through a sociological lens, helping them to
better understand their own lives. Informative as well as engaging,
REVEL for "Society: The Basics" will change the way readers see
the world, and open the door to a new perspective and new
opportunities. REVEL is Pearson s newest way of delivering our
respected content. Fully digital and highly engaging, REVEL offers
an immersive learning experience designed for the way today's
students read, think, and learn. Enlivening course content with
media interactives and assessments, REVEL empowers educators to
increase engagement with the course, and to better connect with
students. NOTE: REVEL is a fully digital delivery of Pearson
content. This ISBN is for the standalone REVEL access card. In
addition to this access card, you will need a course invite link,
provided by your instructor, to register for and use REVEL."
Social Problems: An Introduction to Critical Constructionism, Fifth
Edition, synthesizes conflict theory and social constructionism to
help students think critically about social problems. A concise,
student-friendly alternative to all-encompassing standard textbooks,
this book examines a single theoretical paradigm in depth,
demonstrating how theory can be used to understand a range of
critical social issues.
Social ProblemsPearson College Division
This textbook has been comprehensively written to acquaint the
students with the fundamental concepts of sociology as well as
provide an introduction to the diverse field of sociology. Students
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will be introduced to the origins of sociology as a discipline and
would get acquainted with relevant topics such as inequality,
institutions, control, change, disorganisation & problems in the
society. Topics such as applied sociology and social thought have
also been provided to give a complete overview of the subject. This
textbook not only caters as a primary text to the undergraduate
students of Sociology but is also a useful reference for postgraduate
students and aspirants appearing for various competitive
examinations.
An Analysis of Sport and Religion
A Service Learning Approach
Distortions of Historical Understanding
Investigating Social Problems
Sociology in Action
For courses in Introductory Sociology See sociology in
everyday life Society: The Basics utilizes a complete
theoretical framework and a global perspective to offer
students an accessible and relevant introduction to
sociology. John Macionis, author of the best-selling
Introductory Sociology franchise over the last three
decades, empowers students to see the world around
them through a sociological lens, helping them to better
understand their own lives. Informative as well as
engaging, Society: The Basics will change the way
readers see the world, and open the door to a new
perspective and new opportunities. In addition to
extensively updated data, the Fourteenth Edition offers
engaging discussions of hot-button contemporary topics
such as the increased proliferation of social media as
well as expanded coverage of race, class, and gender.
Also available with MySocLab MySocLab for the
Introductory Sociology course extends learning online
to engage students and improve results. Media
resources with assignments bring concepts to life, and
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offer students opportunities to practice applying what
they’ve learned. Please note: this version of MySocLab
does not include an eText. Society: The Basics,
Fourteenth Edition is also available via REVEL™, an
interactive learning environment that enables students
to read, practice, and study in one continuous
experience. Note: You are purchasing a standalone
product; MyLab™ & Mastering™ does not come
packaged with this content. Students, if interested in
purchasing this title with MyLab & Mastering, ask your
instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID.
Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for
more information. If you would like to purchase both
the physical text and MyLab & Mastering, search for:
0134226992 / 9780134226996 Society: The Basics
plus MySocLab for Introductory Sociology – Access
Card Package, 14/e Package consists of: 0134206320 /
9780134206325 Society: The Basics, 14/e
0133878104 / 9780133878103 MySocLab for
Introductory Sociology Access Card
ALERT:¿Before you purchase, check with your
instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure
that you¿select the correct ISBN. Several versions of
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each
title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In
addition,¿you may need a CourseID, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products. ¿ Packages Access codes for
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be
included when purchasing or renting from companies
other than Pearson; check with the seller before
completing your purchase. ¿ Used or rental books If
you rent or purchase a used book with an access code,
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the access code may have been redeemed previously
and you may have to purchase a new access code. ¿
Access codes Access codes that are purchased from
sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being
either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code.
Check with the seller prior to purchase. ¿ -- Seeing
Sociology in your Everyday Life With a complete
theoretical framework and a global perspective,
Society: The Basics, 13/eoffers students an accessible
and relevant introduction to sociology. John Macionis,
author of the best-selling Introductory Sociology
franchise over the last three decades, empowers
students to see the world around them through a
sociological lens, helping them to better understand
their own lives. This informative, engaging, and
entertaining title will change the way readers see the
world and open the door to many new opportunities.
MySocLab is an integral part of the Macionis learning
program. Engaging activities and assessments provide a
teaching a learning system that helps students see the
world through a sociological lens. With MySocLab,
students can develop critical thinking skills through
writing, explore real-world data through the new Social
Explorer, and watch the latest entries in the Core
Concept Video Series. ¿ This title is available in a
variety of formats – digital and print. Pearson offers its
titles on the devices students love through Pearson's
MyLab products, CourseSmart, Amazon, and more. ¿
0205983308 / 9780205983308 Society: The Basics
PLUS NEW MySocLab with Pearson eText -- Access
Card Package Package consists of:¿¿¿ 0205206530 /
9780205206537 NEW MySocLab with Pearson eText
-- Valuepack Access Card 0205982514 /
9780205982516 Society: The Basics
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Social Problems explores the consequences of symbolic
interactionism in society, a theory which contends that
people attach meanings to symbols such as language or
gestures and base their behaviors on their
interpretations of these meanings. Norman A. Dolch,
Linda Deutschmann, and Helen Powell compile a
number of critical and innovative essays that explore
different aspects of society including mental illness,
race relations, terrorism, and family life.
Shows how hate speech in all its forms, whether on the
street or in the media, can lead to hate crimes, and
argues that the harm it can cause needs to be weighed
against the competing value of freedom of expression.
Social Problems
The Basics
A New Paradigm for the Social Sciences
SocNotes for Macionis, Society
Crossing the Academy

This book---an edited compilation of
twenty-nine essays---focuses on the
difference(s) that a Christian
worldview makes for the disciplines or
subject areas normally tauht in liberal
arts colleges and universities. Three
initial chapters of introductory
material are followed by twenty-six
essays, each dealing with the essential
elements or issues in the academic
discipline involved. These individual
essays on each discipline are a unique
element of this book. These essays also
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treat some of the specific differences
in perspective or procedure that a
biblically informed, Christian
perspective brings to each discipline.
Christian Worldview and the Academic
Disciplines in intended principally as
an introductory textbook in Christian
worldview courses for Christian college
or university students. This volume
will aslo be of interest to Christian
students in secular post-secondary
institutions who may be encountering
challenges to their faith---both
implicit and explicit---from peers or
professors who assume that holding a
strong Christian faith and pursuing a
rigorous college or university
education are essentially incompatible.
This book should also be helpful for
college and university professors who
embrace the Christian faith but whose
post-secondary academic
background---because of its secular
orientation---has left them
inadequately prepared to intelligently
apply the implications of their faith
to their particular academic specialty.
Such specialists, be they professors or
upper-level graduate students, will
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find the extensive bibliographies of
recent scholarship at the end of the
individual chapters particularly
helpful. "Downey and Porter present a
unique contribution to the perennial
question of how faith interacts with
the academic disciplines. Numerous
factors contribute to this book's
significance: the common conviction
that one's Christian beliefs ought to
shape the contents of one's teaching,
the variety of perspectives and
opinions, and the wide range of
academic disciplines under discussion.
The essays---originating among the
excellent faculty of Trinity Western
University---will deservedly be much
used in undergraduate colleges and
universities."---Hans Borsma J.I.
Packer Professor of Theology, Regent
College "Few faculty, Christian or
otherwise, understand what their
colleagues in other departments are
doing or why. This collection of essays
is not only an excellent introduction
to the whole scope of academic
enterprises but to the unique and
important relationship between each
discipline and the Christian faith. An
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important book not only for the entire
range of faculty but for students
yearning to understand both their
Christian faith and what is being
taught in the classroom."---James W.
Sirf author of the Universe Next Door
and, with co-author carl Peraino,
Deepest Differences A Christian Atheist
Dialogue "Christian Worldview and the
Academic Disciplines is a book long
overdue. It will serve as an
outstanding textbook for
interdisciplinary courses. But this
book is more than that. Christian
Worldview and the Academic Disciplines
is a book that everyone concerned with
Christian thought, especially in the
context of the Academy, will want to
read. I highly recommend it."---Craig
A. Evans Payment Distinguished
Professor of New Testament, Acadia
Divinity College Nova Scotia
For courses in Race and Ethnic
Relations Examine the story of race and
ethnic relations, past and present
Revel(TM) Strangers to These Shores:
Race and Ethnic Relations in the United
States helps students understand how
racial and ethnic groups came to be,
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how they are changing, and how they
will continue to change in the future.
As in previous editions, author Vincent
Parrillo begins each chapter with a
sociohistorical perspective on a
specific segment of the U.S. population
and closes with a sociological analysis
of the group's experiences using the
functionalist, conflict, and
interactionist perspectives. Available
for Fall 2020 classes, the Digital
Update includes fresh videos and
Current Event Bulletins, as well as
updated data throughout. Revel is
Pearson's newest way of delivering our
respected content. Fully digital and
highly engaging, Revel replaces the
textbook and gives students everything
they need for the course. Informed by
extensive research on how people read,
think, and learn, Revel is an
interactive learning environment that
enables students to read, practice, and
study in one continuous experience -for less than the cost of a traditional
textbook. NOTE: This Revel Combo Access
pack includes a Revel access code plus
a loose-leaf print reference (delivered
by mail) to complement your Revel
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experience. In addition to this access
code, you will need a course invite
link, provided by your instructor, to
register for and use Revel.
Packed with current research and
examples, bestselling COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN CULTURES, 9E equips readers
with a deep understanding and
appreciation of different cultures
while helping them develop practical
communication skills. Part I introduces
the study of communication and culture;
Part II focuses on the ability of
culture to shape and modify our view of
reality; Part III puts the theory of
intercultural communication into
practice; and Part IV converts
knowledge into action. This is the only
text to consistently emphasize religion
and history as key variables in
intercultural communication. Compelling
examples help readers examine their own
assumptions, perceptions, and cultural
biases--so they can understand the
subtle and profound ways culture
affects communication. The ninth
edition offers expanded discussions of
the impact of globalization, a new
chapter on intercultural communication
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competence, and more coverage of new
technology. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
Designed to be used in class, SocNotes
for Society, 9/e mirror the PowerPoint
presentation slides. This study
companian contains each powerpoint
slide, outlining the main topics and
concepts with space for student note
taking.
Conflicting Interests
Investigation and Application
Communication Between Cultures
A Mixed Methods Approach
A Case Study Approach
Empower your students to become part of the
solution. With a clear and upbeat voice, author Anna
Leon-Guerrero’s thought-provoking overview of social
problems challenges readers to understand and
recognize social problems in their communities and
inspires them to become part of the solution. The
Fifth Edition of Social Problems: Community, Policy,
and Social Action goes beyond the typical
presentation of contemporary social problems and
their consequences by emphasizing the importance
and effectiveness of community involvement to
achieve real solutions. With an overarching focus on
social inequalities and policy, this proven text
provides a platform for discussion that encourages
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critical thinking and inspires hope. “The extra
emphasis on social action and movements is a real
strength…I like that the three major perspectives are
used in each chapter as I feel many texts just put that
in the first chapter and then forget about it.” —Todd
Michael Callais, University of Cincinnati-Blue Ash
This is the first complete multi-media package in
sociology — a carefully coordinated combination
book, CD-ROM, and Web site. Authoritative,
comprehensive, and stimulating, it offers a fresh and
contemporary perspective — with a focus on the
major methods, theories, and findings of the field. It
emphasizes a global perspective, a multicultural view,
and a focus on critical thinking, and features an
abundance of boxed features highlighting and
personalizing contemporary applications. Covers: The
Sociological Perspective; Sociological Investigations;
Culture; Society; Socialization; Social Interaction in
Everyday Life; Groups and Organizations; Deviance;
Social Stratification; Social Class in the United
States; Global Stratification; Sex and Gender; Race
and Ethnicity; Aging and the Elderly; The Economy
and Work; Politics and Government; Family; Religion;
Education; Health and Medicine; Population and
Urbanization; Environment and Society; Collective
Behavior and Social Movements; and Social Change:
Traditional, Modern, and Postmodern Societies.
Includes fifty-six global and national maps. For
anyone interested in a comprehensive, interactive
introduction to sociology.
"This book empowers the powerless and gives
sociologists and their students a new vantage point
for understanding." —Judith Blau, University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill In Social Problems: A Service
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Learning Approach, authors Corey Dolgon and Chris
Baker integrate an innovative case study approach
into a comprehensive introduction that helps
students understand how they can address social
problems in their communities by applying basic
theories and concepts. Contributor to the SAGE
Teaching Innovations and Professional Development
Award Find out more at
www.sagepub.com/sociologyaward
‘Simultaneous invention’ has become commonplace
in the natural sciences, but is still virtually unknown
within the sphere of social science. The convergence
of two highly compatible versions of Critical Realism
from two independent sources is a striking exception.
Pierpaolo Donati’s Relational Sociology develops
‘upwards’ from sociology into a Realist meta-theory,
unlike Roy Baskhar’s philosophy of science that
works ‘downwards’ and ‘underlabours’ for the social
sciences. This book systematically introduces
Donati’s Relational Sociology to an English
readership for the first time since he began to
advance his approach thirty years ago. In this eagerly
awaited book, Pierpaolo Donati shifts the focus of
sociological theory onto the relational order at all
levels. He argues that society is constituted by the
relations people create with one another, their
emergent properties and powers, and internal and
external causal effects. Relational Sociology provides
a distinctive variant upon the Realist theoretical
conspectus, especially because of its ability to
account for social integration. It will stimulate debate
amongst realists themselves and, of course, with the
adversaries of realism. It is a valuable new resource
for students of social theory and practising social
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theorists.
Sociology
Clinical Social Work Practice
An Introduction to Critical Constructionism
Society
Miseducating Americans

Intuitive, accessible, and filled with real-world
testimonials from criminal justice scholars, Research
Methods in Criminal Justice and Criminology: A
Mixed Methods Approach, Second Edition, gives
students the tools they need to understand the research
they read and take the first steps toward producing
compelling research projects themselves. Featuring a
step-by-step organization that follows the stages of a
research project, it emphasizes the actual experience
of conducting research and includes a wealth of
examples. The text is enhanced by robust pedagogy
including chapter objectives, key terms, a running
glossary, and chapter-ending discussion questions.
For freshman/sophomore-level courses in Introduction
to Sociology that use a comprehensive text. As the bestselling comprehensive textbook and multi-media
learning package in the market, Sociology 9/e offers
students a global perspective to help them better
understand their own lives. Macionis also provides
students with the most current sociological research,
including hundreds of new research citations, as well
as recent data from Census 2000 to present a cuttingedge picture of life both in the United States and
around the world.
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In Miseducating Americans, Richard F. Hamilton
examines accounts of American history appearing in
textbooks and popular accounts and compares these
with the reports contained in scholarly monographs.
The task: to determine how certain myths and
misconstructions became accepted as recorded history.
Hamilton provides much needed correction of those
misleading accounts. Was America historically the
"land of the free?" Not if you take into account
slavery, discrimination, and post-Civil War
segregation policies. Was America in the late
nineteenth century truly expansionist, as American
textbooks imply, or did it actually capitalize on
unexpected political and economic opportunities, like
Russia's desire to rid itself of Alaska? Was the
acquisition of the Philippines a zealous profit-seeking
effort aiming for "the China market," or the
fortuitous consequences of a move against Spain
during the Spanish-American War? Miseducating
Americans debunks many commonly accepted
explanations of historical facts. It contends that many
accounts are oversimplifications, and some are onesided depictions of virtue. Hamilton traces the sources
of these misconstructions, which mostly come from
history textbooks written by authors aiming for
"popular audiences." He then offers explanations as to
how and why the inaccuracies have been repeated and
passed on.
The NEW EDITION of this primary text for advanced
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clinical practice courses at the core of the MSW
curriculum teaches students how to integrate theory
and practice on multiple levels. Highlights of the New
Edition: Chapters 6-12 present clinical illustrations
through the lenses of specific theoretical models,
beginning with a detailed discussion of a theory and
moving to assessment and treatment within that
conceptual framework. Dialogue illustrates how theory
guides practice. Models of intervention are covered in
seven chapters (Chapters 7-13). Each chapter presents
a clinical illustration of an individual, family, or group
and examines them using a specific theoretical model.
Reviewer reactions to "Clinical Social Work Practice:
" ""I feel the authors do a fine job in the presentation
of the material. The book is interesting, well written,
and engaging. The authors succeeded in keeping my
attention throughout the text."" Robert H. Keefe,
Syracuse University ""The core of the various
psychologies and their application to clients is
presented quite well."" Carole A. Winston, University
of North Carolina at Charlotte Don't Miss This Special
Value Pack Option: The Career Center Do your
students need help transitioning from being a student
to becoming a professional? With "The Career
Center," they can register to receive eight 30-minute
career counseling sessions--a total of four hours of
career consultant time! "The Career Center" is
designed to address the wide range of preparation and
life stages of individuals who are attempting to develop
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their careers. Qualified career specialists advise
students as they establish, or reestablish, themselves in
today's competitive global economy. "The Career
Center"--a $25 value--is FREE to your students when
you order it packaged with any new Allyn & Bacon
Social Work textbook. Visit
www.ablongman.com/careercenter for more
information. "Casebook for Clinical Social Work
Practice: An Integrative Approach" (ISBN:
0-205-44200-5) --by Dr. Manny Gonzalez, Fordham
University. Available Fall 2004! Contact your local
Allyn & Bacon representative and request special
packaging codes to take advantage of this great offer.
Community, Policy, and Social Action
Sociology, Ninth Canadian Edition, Loose Leaf
Version
Mezzo and Macro Contexts
Readings in Social Problems and Inequality
Christian Worldview and the Academic Disciplines

Macionis's Social Problems is the only social problems text that
explains how society frames social problems and solutions through
politics. The text analyzes social issues and policies, using the
concepts of sociological theory and the everyday language of
politics. This text helps students understand the attitudes and values
that define the political spectrum in the United States. Once
students know how social problems are defined by our society
through politics, and how the policies to solve these problems are
developed, students are able to become involved in solving social
problems through activism and political involvement.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review
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your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN.
Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist
for each title, including customized versions for individual schools,
and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a
CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when
purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check
with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental
books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the
access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have
to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are
purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of
being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check
with the seller prior to purchase. -- Presents a strengths-based
approach of social work with older adults. The fourth edition of
Social Work with Older Adults provides a comprehensive treatment
of a strengths-based approach to the major areas of social work with
older adults. The text examines the basics of biopsychosocial
functioning and the design of interventions to treat a wide variety of
challenges facing older adults. This updated edition includes
content on abuse and neglect of older adults, drug and alcohol abuse
and the social worker's role in dying, bereavement, and advance
directives. This text is available in a variety of formats — digital and
print. Pearson offers its titles on the devices students love through
Pearson's MyLab products, CourseSmart, Amazon, and more.
Learning Goals Upon completing this book, readers will be able to:
Discuss how to engage in differential assessment. Understand the
design of intervention to treat a wide variety of challenges facing
older adults. 0205922422 / 9780205922420 Social Work with Older
Adults Plus MySearchLab with eText -- Access Card Package
Package consists of: 0205239927 / 9780205239924 MySearchLab
with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access 0205096727 /
9780205096725 Social Work with Older Adults
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This Unique Text Mainstreams Global Contents Helping Students
See How Sociological Forces Are At The Same Time Both Very
Similar And Very Different Throughout The World, Offering
Students The Opportunity To Learn About Themselves And Gain A
Greater Understanding Of The World In Which We Live. The Text
Blends Classic Sociological Statements With The Latest Research
From Leading Publications In The Field And The Most Recent
Statistical Data Available And Is Also Updated To Include
Coverage Of Significant Sociological Events, Such As The War On
Terrorism And The Iraq War.
Classical and Contemporary Social Theory: Investigation and
Application, 1/e, is the most comprehensive, informative social
theory book on the market. The title covers multiple schools of
thought and applies their ideas to society today. Readers will learn
the origins of social theory and understand the role of myriad social
revolutions that shaped the course of societies around the world.
Opposing Hate Speech
Governments, Citizens, and Genocide
Study guide, Society, the basics, fifth edition, John J. Macionis
Cities and Urban Life
Seeing Ourselves : Classic, Contemporary, and Cross-cultural
Readings in Sociology
The authors are proud sponsors of the 2020 SAGE Keith Roberts
Teaching Innovations Award—enabling graduate students and early
career faculty to attend the annual ASA pre-conference teaching
and learning workshop. Wake up your social problems classes!
Social Problems: Sociology in Action helps your students learn
sociology by doing sociology. Social Problems: Sociology in Action
will inspire your students to do sociology through real-world
activities designed to increase learning, retention, and engagement
with course material. Inspired by the best-selling introductory
sociology text, Sociology in Action, this innovative new book
immerses students in an active learning experience that emphasizes
hands-on work, application, and learning by example as they
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grapple with the causes and consequences of social problems as
well as possible solutions. Each chapter explains key concepts and
theories in social problems and pairs that foundational coverage
with a series of carefully developed learning activities and thoughtprovoking questions. The comprehensive Activity Guide that
accompanies the text provides everything you need to assign, carry
out, and assess the activities that will best engage your students, fit
the format of your course, and meet your course goals. This title is
accompanied by a complete teaching and learning package.
Contact your SAGE representative to request a demo. Digital
Option / Courseware SAGE Vantage is an intuitive digital platform
that delivers this text’s content and course materials in a learning
experience that offers auto-graded assignments and interactive
multimedia tools, all carefully designed to ignite student
engagement and drive critical thinking. Built with you and your
students in mind, it offers simple course set-up and enables students
to better prepare for class. Learn more. Assignable Video with
Assessment Assignable video (available with SAGE Vantage) is tied
to learning objectives and curated exclusively for this text to bring
concepts to life. Watch a sample video now. LMS Cartridge
(formerly known as SAGE Coursepacks): Import this title’s
instructor resources into your school’s learning management
system (LMS) and save time. Don’t use an LMS? You can still
access all of the same online resources for this title via the
password-protected Instructor Resource Site. Learn more. SAGE
Lecture Spark: Designed to save you time and ignite student
engagement, these free weekly lecture launchers focus on current
event topics tied to key concepts in Sociology. Access this week’s
topic.
The Sociology of Hypocrisy
Human Behavior in the Social Environment
Investigative Report Writing
Understanding Social Problems
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